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part of Germany, viz. " So many hours."
This means simply. " If you go at a
common pace, neither too fast nor too
slow, as a healthy man of our village
generally does, you will perform the
route in so many hours." And hereby all
the incalculable deviations occasioned
by the meandering course of a moun-
tain stream, or the toilsome climbing of
a steep, and rocky path, are at once taken
into account, while the number of "miles,"
measured and circled on the map you carry
with you, is sure to lead you wrong at least

with respect to the " chronological" length
of the route to be performed. Thus
" chronological " truth may be expected in
those distances in li, but, of course, no
geometrical correctness.

The P'U or Post-stations, as we might
translate the term, are used for the for-
warding of official dispatches, and are, ac-
cording to the importance of the official
traffic carried on between them, guarded
by two or more soldiers.

F. HlRTH.
(To be continued.)

AN OUTLINE HISTORY OF THE HAKKAS.'

It is but quite lately, through the famous
Tai-ping rebellion, that the Hakkas have
obtained a place in the annals of the Middle
Kingdom. Before that time no historian
ever mentioned them as far as I am aware.
Neither is there among the popular litera-
ture of the Hakkas any record of the pre-
vious history of their race. There remains
however, beside the few items which oral
tradition handed down from generation to
generation, a source of information, though
a very scanty one, from which I propose to
construct a short sketch of the early history
of this remarkable race.

Every clan among the Hakkas has its
genealogical records or family registers,
and in many of these registers arc found
short notes giving the names of the res-
pective emperors under whose reign the clan
migrated from one place to another. A
careful investigation and comparative study
of a large number of such family registers
enabled me to trace the history of the

* This article was written some years ago to
supplement a series of " Ethnographical Sketches
of the Hakka Chinese" published in the different
volumes of Notes and Queries on China and
Japan.— [ED. CH. R.]

people, now called Hakkas, from the third
century before Christ to the present day.

Both oral tradition and these genealo-
gical records agree in pointing to the North
of China as the original home of the
Hakkas, where, it is said, they were located
at the close of the Chow dynasty (B.C. 255).
Most family chronicles, which I examined,
mention the province of Shantung as the
original dwelling-place of their forefathers.
A few refer to the borders of Shansi, a very
few also to the frontiers of Ngan-hwuy. All
of which goes to show, that the ancestors
of the Hakkas must have been living at the
beginning of the third century before Christ
in the border regions south and south west
of Shantung. This is confirmed by the
fact, that many popular ballads, which are
current among the Hakkas and form their
peculiar property, contain allusions to loca-
lities situated in those same regions.

Again, tradition as well as most of those
family records mention the period during
which the Ts'in dynasty (B. C. 249-209)
reigned as a time when all the different
clans of Hakkas were subjected to a general
bloody persecution. This seems to have
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been the first cause that cut the ancestors
of the Hakkas adrift from their ancient
quarters in the North of China, and started
them on that long continued course of er-
ratic wanderings which carried them, after
the lapse of a thousand years, to the extreme
South and imbued their descendants of the
present day with the restless spirit of vaga-
bonds and rovers. It is not known what
brought upon the Hakkas the wrath and
vengeance of the first emperor of the Ts'in
dynasty. But so merciless was the blow
that fell upon them that it is said some of
their clans became quite extinct, and with a
few exceptions all the remaining clans fled
southward, taking refuge in the mountains
of Honan, Ngnan hwuy and Kiangsi. The
dread under which they must have been
shows itself in the fact that some of their
clans, in order to avoid recognition, altered
their names. With the fall of the Ts'in
dynasty, however, their fortunes mended
and in the course of the succeeding dynas-
ties they enjoyed not only peace but impe-
rial protection, individuals of their number
being even raised to high official appoint-
ments, especially under the Han dynasties
(B. C. 202-A. D. 223) and during the reign
of the Ts'in dynasty (A. D. 265-419).

But this very thing probably brought on
the Hakkas the wrath of the dynasty im-
mediately succeeding. For most of their
family records mention further shifting of
quarters and renewed migration at the time
of the down-fall of the Ts'in dynasty (A. D.
419), Even the few tribes of Hakkas that
had, in spite of persecution, faithfully clung
to their native mountains in Shantung had
to flee now to the South of Honan. There
seems to have been about this time a
general stampede among the different
Hakka clans which carried some of them
even into the mountainous regions in the
south-east of Kiangsi and to the very
borders of the Fokien province.

The rise of the T'ang dynasty (A. D.
618) compelled the Hakkas again to strike
their tents. This time, it would seem, a

separation took place; the majority of their
clans taking refuge in the mountains of
Fokien, whilst a few hovered on the high
mountain chains which separate the Kiangsi
and Kwangtung (Canton) provinces.

Under the two Sung dynasties (A. D. 960-
1278) the Hakkas are reported to have
enlisted in very large number as volunteers
in the imperial armies. They became now,
what their previous history and their inborn
bravery eminently fitted them for, the
lansquenets of China, and tradition records
the heroic death which thousands of them
suffered at Yai-shan (West of Macao) to-
gether with Tien-tsung the last prince of
the Southern Sung dynasty (A D. 1279).

Since the rise of the Mongol dynasty
(A. D. 1280-1333) the Hakkas seem to have
made their first appearance within the
borders of the Canton province. But they
do not appear to have settled down there
permanently or in largo numbers till the
beginning of the Ming dynasty (A.D. 1368)
when disturbances in the Fokien province
compelled those Hakkas, whose ancestors
had peaceably been settled there for centu-
ries, to take refuge in the Canton province.
So overwhelming were the numbers of
Hakkas issuing from Fokien into the Kia-
ying-chow prefecture, that they drove every
thing before them and took exclusive
possession of the whole of Kia-ying-chow,
which to the present day forms the head-
quarters of the Hakka people. About the
same time when the Hakkas entered the
Canton province from Fokien, an influx of
Hakka clans from Kiangsi took place into
the districts northwest of Kia-ying-chow.

The Hakkas found pleasant quarters in
the Canton province. But the roving spirit
that possessed their ancestors would not
let them rest. Besides, the Hakkas, being
not only an industrious but also an exceed'
ingly prolific race, soon found their quar-
ters in Kia-ying-chow and in the neigh-
bouring districts of the Hwny-chow and
Chau-chow. prefectures too narrow. Num-
bers of them pushed farther into the heart
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of the Canton province, either wandering
about on the tramp as stone-cutters, bar-
bers or blacksmiths, or settling down here
and there, first on uncultivated land and
tilling that, then recruited by fresh con-
tingents from Kia-ying-chow encroaching
upon the fields of the Puntis, and gradually
gaining ground by continual feuds with
them. The outbreak of political distur-
bances at the beginning of the seventeenth
century gave a new impetus to this move-
ment, and about the year 1730 A. D. hordes
of Hakkas poured into districts even to the
west and south-west of Canton, settling
down especially in the Fa-yuen, Hoh-shan
and Sin-ning districts. Since the reign of
the emperor K'ang hi (A. D. 1662-1723)
the native authorities in the Canton pro-
vince began to employ Hakkas wherever
they could not trust Puntis or Hoklos, and
Hakkas were now largely engaged to cul-
tivate the fields belonging to the military
establishments. In the time of Kien-lung
(A. D. 1736-1796) large numbers of Hakkas
were enlisted even under the favourite
"eight banners," a Tatar division, in which
the Hakkas have ever since been retained in
considerable force, being passed off and by
many mistaken for veritable Tatars. In
consequence of such services rendered to
the government, the Hakkas obtained ad-
mission to the lower ranks of the govern-
ment service and even to the competitive
examinations for literary and military
degrees. Individual Hakkas were thence-
forth occasionally entrusted with official
posts as district magistrates or prefects..
The Puntis however resisted this intrusion
so vehemently that the Hakkas only suc-
ceeded in retaining this privilege by send-
ing a deputation to Peking and laying their
grievances at the foot of the throne.

But the most important epoch in the his-
tory of the Hakkas opened with the rise of
the Taiping rebellion. I do not propose
here to fellow the fortunes and misfortunes
of these rebels, whose exploits have become
a matter of history. Suffice it here to

state that the whole Taiping rebellion, from
its first faint beginning in Kwangsi to its
suppression through the fall of Nanking,
was started, sustained and controlled to-
the end, by Hakkas from the Canton pro-
vince. The rebel Emperor, his ministers
or kings as they were styled, his generals
and administrators, were all Hakkas, though
thousands of Chinese of other than Hakka
extraction swelled the ranks of the Taiping
rebels. The fact that a handful of Hakkas
contrived to raise such a powerful rebel-
lion which but for the ill-advised and
thankless interference of the foreign powers
would most certainly have resulted in the
downfall of the Manchu dynasty, and the
equally astonishing fact that, through all
the vicissitudes of their march from Kwang-
si to Nanking, they succeeded in retaining
the supremacy among the ill-assorted
cohorts of rebels from all the eighteen pro-
vinces,—these facts, I say, speak volumes
for the power there is in these rough sons
of the soil. It is well-known that both the
English and French commanders came,
during the last war with China, to the
conclusion that there is better material for
good soldiers in these simple-minded, but
stalwart, Hakkas than in any other tribe
of Chinese who contributed contingents to
the so-called " Bamboo Rifle Corps."

A sad episode in the latest history of
the Hakka race is the internecine war
carried on more recently in the south-
western districts of the Canton province
between Puntis and Hakkas. The follow-
ing notes placed at my disposal by a gentle-
man (Mr. W. F. Mayers,) who through
his position in the Consular service and
his intimate acquaintance with some of the
highest native officials was enabled to
collect trustworthy information, are a valu-
able contribution to the history of the
Hakkas. I subjoin these notes literally as
they were written down in November, 1868.

"The original influx of Hakka immi-
grants into the Districts West of the Can-
ton River and South of the West River is
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said to have taken place during the reign
of the Emperor Yung-cheng (A. D. 1723-
1735), since which period, by their industry
and thrift, they have become possessed of
ranch of the land formerly owned by the
Punti clans, to whom the original immi-
grants became hired labourers. For very
many years clan fights have been common
between the two races, but the mutual anti-
pathy grew to a climax after 1854, in which
year the Hakka clans located there remain-
ed for the most part faithful to the Govern-
ment, during the rebellion which was largely
joined by the Puntis until suppressed by
the Viceroy Yeh. At this time, Hakka
and Punti clans dwelt interspersed over all
the S. W. districts, notably Sun-hing, Sun-
wui, Yan-p'ing, Hoi-p'ing, Hoi-ming and
Hok-shah, after the suppression of the
Hung-t'ow rebellion, the ill-feeling bet-
ween the two races took the shape of an
internecine warfare, in which the authori-
ties were powerless to interfere. Up to the
year 1860 little was heard by Europeans of
this obscure contest, although attention was
drawn from time to time to its existence
through the discovery of shipments of arms
and even the despatch of armed steamers
from Hongkong to assist one or other of the
belligerent parties. The Hakkas, greatly

driven from their homes and villages, and
formed., wandering bands of from a few.
hundred to many thousands in number..
During 1862 the contest in the Western
districts was at its height, and Imperial
authority was entirely suspended in several
districts. Towards the end of that year_
large bodies of the Hakkas were driven
towards the coast, and fell upon the forti-
fied town of ~Kwang-hai, westward from
Macao, which they stormed and occupied for
a considerable length of time, until driven
out by an Imperial force cooperating with
the Punti clans. This was the first overt
act of official interference in the contest.

" The number of wandering Hakkas was
at this time estimated at full 200,000, but

famine and pestilence rapidly thinned their
numbers, whilst thousands were carried off
by Punti incursions and sold to the crimps
for " exportation." During 1864 the rem-
nants of these wandering outcasts, who had
become half-banditti, half-refugees, were
collected at various points in the mountains
of the Western Districts, such as No Fu,
Kum Kai, Ng Hang, and Chek Shui. Here,
amid the security of mountain fastnesses,
they established little Republics, in which
they tilled the ground, built habitations,
and defended themselves as best they could
against the incursions of their Punti ene-
mies, who beleaguered every pass. Num-
berless officials, of high and low degree,
were sent to seek a means for reconciling
the conflicting parties; but, whereas the
Hakkas demanded only liberty to live,
whilst the Puntis steadfastly refused to
'be sheltered by the same heaven with
them,' no result could be achieved. Up to
the summer of 1866 matters stood in this
posture, the principal points of assembly
being Ng Hang, in the Sun Hing district,
No Ki, in the Yan P'ing district, and Tsao
Chung on the sea coast beyond Kwanghai,
where the more lawless bands had estab-
lished themselves and maintained relations
with the coast pirates.

" On the arrival of the new Governor of
Kwangtung, measures were resolved upon
for bringing this difficult question to a
settlement either by force or by persuasion,
and in September 1866 a body of 8,000
troops was despatched to the Western Dis-
tricts under the superintendence of the
Grain Intendant of Canton, for the purpose
of compelling the Hakkas to give up their
arms and to disperse, with which end in
view a sum of 200,000 Taels. was set aside
to be distributed in the proportion of Taels
8 to each adult and Taels 4 to children and
youths, with passes and protection to enable
them to reach Kwang-si, Hainan and other
parts of the country where waste lands
exist on which it is hoped that they will
settle."
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" In October, the Hakkas at No Ki, to the
number of some 7,000, accepted these con-
ditions, and dispersed. The band at Ng
Hung, which is very much more numerous,
than that at Ts'ao Chung will be taken in
turn. The Punti clans will then remain
in complete possession of the Country;
whilst, if the intentions of the Chinese
authorities are carried out, Hakka colonies

will be formed in remote districts. It is
estimated that at least 150,000 have perish-
ed within the last four or five years. A
very large number of Hakkas will undoubt-
edly still remain throughout the western
districts, but wherever their clans have
been intermingled with a Punti populatian
they have been ousted and overwhelmed."

E. J. EITEL.

CHARMS AND SPELLS IN USE AMONGST

THE CHINESE.
A belief in the power of charms, spells,

and incantations to ward off, or dispel,
evil influences, to bring calamities upon
enemies, or to secure coveted good for one-
self, is not peculiar to any one nation or
people in ancient or modern times. On
this point no age or country can lay claim to
a monopoly. The Egyptians, Jews, Greeks
and Romans of antiquity, and all modern un-
evangelized nations, whatever their state of
civilization, bear witness to the supposed
power of such things to produce very
remarkable phenomena.

The charms in use amongst the Chinese
admit of different modes of classification.
They may be divided into those which are
found inside their houses, on the roofs,
and about the doors and eaves ; and such as
are worn on their persons. Then there are
charms which are always in use, and such
as are resorted to on special occasions only.
Some are employed to ward off, or drive
away, evil spirits; and others to secure
longed-for blessings. Some are used with
the direct object of deluding and bewilder-
ing people, and others to wreak vengeance
on enemies.

Those found inside and outside their
houses are the following :—

Money swords are hung about their beds
to frighten away demons and hobgoblins;

old brass mirrors are suspended over the
idols in their shrines. These mirrors are
kept bright by frequent polishing, and are
believed to have the power of reflecting the
image of any evil spirits who may have
gained access into the house, as when they
have once seen their own ugly figures they
will be scared away immediately. In con-
firmation of this theory it is said that Tsun
Che Wong who centralised the Chinese
Empire in the second century B.C., had in
his possession a square brass mirror by
which men's vicious hearts could be reflected.
Much more, the conclusion is, may such
mirrors be used to frighten evil spirits by
giving them a sight of their utter ugliness.
On the birthdays of their gods the more
superstitious amongst the people purchase
their pictures, and for the payment of four
cash the temple keeper stamps these pictures
with the seal of the god; and thus made
into charms they are suspended from nails
against the wall, to be renewed the following
year. In some cases the temple keeper
will prepare a number of slips of yellow
paper, and stamp them with the seal of the
god with red ink. These slips of paper,—
sheets would be a better word for some of
them—vary in quality, in size, in ornate-
ness, and of course in price, the more ele-
gant ones selling for a dollar, and the less
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beat, embrace, lead, beckon, fan, steal,
touch, play, shake, dig, &c.-264 charac-
ters .?? tau, to fight, is another ideographic
character ; the explanation being that two
men ?? fight together .-10 compounds

19 . Right ;h, and left ??	 are

	

two
hieroglyphs of hand .

	

Their 24 compounds
are to wrangle, to lead ; a company, soldi-
ers ; clans &c .

	

A hieroglyph derived from
?? is

	

a pencil, now the 129th radical.
A significative of this is ??	 , a historian,

and ?? an officer,

	

an affair .

	

As
phonetics of the pencil character we may
mention ?? book, and

	

picture.-36
characters .

20 . Father ?? fu, is a hieroglyph ; a
right hand with a staff being the old form .
21 . Friend ?? yu, is another hieroglyph

of right ; two right hands joined. come
phonetic characters relate to weapons;
strike, govern, &c.-106 compounds.
22. Foot ??? tsuh . This hieroglyph is

now the 157th radical

	

A significative of it
is ?? the 77th radical ; to stop .

	

An
ideographic of the latter is

	

, the 162nd
radical, togo . Thephonetics of this are-'

??

too, a road, reason ; to go, follow, meet,

THE CHINA REVIEW.

What is the origin and history of the
Chinese people called " Hakkas ? " This
question has been started lately in various
papers published in South China, but has
hitherto remained, as far as I know, with-
out any answer. Dr . Eitel also, in his
"Ethnographical Sketches of the Hakka
Chinese" leaves us quite in the dark on
this point.

	

I venture therefore to comuni-
cate to the readers of the China Review
what has, during a seven years' stay in the
very centre of the Hakka people, come to
my knowledge with reference to this sub-
ject.

advance, pursue, flee ; hasty, near, slow
&c . The 156th radical, ?? to run, belongs
to this class, to be followed by the phone-
tics of foot, which relate to heel, hoof,
fan ; trace, footpath ; barefooted, lame, to
tread, jump, leap, kick, mount, kneel, slip,
&c .

	

In all 231 characters.
23. To go ?? hang, is a hieroglyph, the

old form representing the right and left
legs. This character has been divided,
and the one half ?? serves in compounds
only as the 60th radical .

	

Its meaning is a
short step .

	

To this class belongs also the
54th radical

	

a long journey, and its
phonetics ?? a court, and ?? to go far.
-35 characters.

24. Strength ?? li, 'a hieroglyph, the
original character being a sinew in man.
Among its 39 compounds we find ?? non
the male of human species ; to labour, to
'assist ; strong, diligent, and fatigued.

25. Spirit ?? kwei, is the 194th radical,
and relates to demons. It is the spirit of a
dead person ; the spiritual part of man
which becomes a spirit after death .
This spiritual part of man is defined by the
Chinese as

	

the spiritual, and ?? .the
animal soul.-10 characters.

J. NACKEN.

ON THE ORIGIN AND HISTORY OF THE HAKKAS.

When, nine years ago, I came first to live
among them, the question about their ori-
ginal home very naturally occurred to me,
and in answer to my inquiries I was mostly
told that they came from the Ning-hwa
district ?? ?? and the village of Shih-pih
?? ?? in the Fakien province .

	

Upon once
expressing my surprise that so many people
of different surnames should come fro
one single village, whilst as a general rule,
but few different surnames are usually re-
presented in one and the same place, I
heard for the first time the legend concern-
ing the origin of the Hakka Chinese.
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Once upon a time, so the legend runs,
there was a rebel chief called Wang-tsau

devastating the province of Fo-
kien with fire and sword. Everybody
fled before him.	On his approaching . the
village of Shih-pih, its inhabitants also fled
with kith and kin, carrying their chattels
to the mountains for safety .

	

Among the
fugitives there was a woman with two
boys ; the bigger one she carried on her
back, whilst she led the younger one by
the hand.

	

In the confusion, however, she
took the wrong road, and ran into the very
hands of the rebel chief.

	

Wang-tsau or-
dered her to be seized and asked her why
she carried the bigger one of the two boys
on her back whilst she made the younger
one tramp at her side.

	

" Indeed, replied
the woman, the bigger one is an uncle (i .e. a
younger brother of her husband, whom she
called "uncle" according to Chinese cus-
tom) but the younger one is my own child .
Suppose I lose my own child I may give
birth to another, but not so with an uncle .
ThereforeI must take greatercare of the lat-
ter ."

	

"Go quietly back" said Wang-tsau,
and put a bran of the koh-tien
(Dolichos tuberosus) over your house-
door, for I shall order my soldiers to spare
your house." The woman did as she was
bid, and when those of her neighbours who
had lingered behind noticed it, and learned
its meaning, they followed her example,
and by and by a koh-tien branch was ex-
hibited over every housedoor in the whole
village .

	

Shortly afterwards a detachment
of the rebels arrived, but having strict
orders to spare every house marked by a

'koh-tien branch, they dared not touch a
single house, all being designated in this
way . The intelligence of this village af-
fording a sure shelter from the sword of the
rebels, spread soon among the fugitives
of the surrounding country, whereupon
crowds of homeless refugees poured from
all quarters into the village of Shih-pih,
where they lived for a time and were called
" Hak-kah " ??	 i .e. immigrants, which

name their descendants have preserved till
this day . After peace had been restored
they left the village where they had found
temporary shelter and, moving towards the
less densely populated South, founded
a new home in the mountains of the North-
east of the Canton Province, the modern
department of Kia-ying-chow	??

Thus runs the legend .

	

As is the case
with all legendary traditions, it is also dif-
ficult, with this one, to determine how
much truth there is mixed up with fiction,
At all events the genealogical tables and
family records of the Hakka Chinese, which
are generally kept up with great care,
prove that their ancestors immigrated some
eight hundred years ago chiefly from the
Fokien-province, though some also came
from the Kiangsi-province ; and those fami-
ly records which designate the Fokien
province as their former home, point al-
most unanimously to the Ning-hwa ????
district, and the village of Shih-pih ??
as the place they came from.

	

It is an his-
torical fact too that there existed, at the end
of the Tang Dynasty, a rebel chief called
Wang-tsau, though I have my doubts as to
his having personally come so far South as
the Fokien province . I found his rebellion
described in the

	

ft -L-, butthis
work places the scene of the rebellion in the
region of the Hoang-ho .

	

Still it is possible
that the said rebellion may have extended
as far as the south of the Fokien province,
or it may be that Wang-tsau's name, ow-
ing to its greater renown, was popularly
given to one of his subordinate officers or
to some other rebel chief.
However that may be, the fact remains

that the Hakkas have moved for centuries
onwards, slowly but steadily, from the
Fokien and Kiangsi provinces towards the
south . The south-west corner of the Fo-
kien province is up to the present day, ex
clusively inhabited by them .

	

The same is
the case with the five districts of the de-
partment of Kia-ying-chow

	

and
with the adjoining districts of Ta-poo
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"Ethnographical sketches of the Hakkas "
published in the " Notes and Queries on
China and Japan," then they are a won-
der on this earth similar to the old nation
of Israel .
But there are weighty reasons against

such a belief being accepted . If we yet find
remnants of the said wild tribes among the
states of the Ch'un Ts'ew period, the very
narrative . of that time, as given in the Tso
chuen

	

tells us how all these rem-
nants were gradually absorbed by the Chi-
nese settlers and their territories annexed
by the feudal states which formed the king-
dom of Chow, (vide Dr. Legge's Ch'un
Ts'ew, Prolegomena p . 122 et . seq .) so that
it will,de prime abord, seem very improbable
that they should still be existent at the
close of the Chow dynasty (B.C . 255.)

	

Be-
sides, these wild tribes spoke languages
quite different from that spoken by the
Chinese settlers, while the Hakka dialect
is only one of the innumerable dialects
which are spoken in the eighteen provinces.
Moreover .the difference in their features,
in their customs, in their worship, are so
slight, and can be accounted for so easily
by other causes, that they do not warrant
the acceptance of their being a race dif-
ferent from the Chinese .
Most of what Dr . E . wishes to give as

an outline history of the Hakkas, is, in
my opinion, nothing else than an out-
line history of the Chinese in general. He
say that the original home of the Hakkas
was the- Provinces of Shangtung, Shansi
and Ngan-hwuy ; but the territory occupied
now-a-days by the first two, a part of
the third, and by the province of Henan,
constituted in fact the China proper of the
Chow Dynasty, and the persecution to
which the Hakkas are said to have been
subjected during the Ts'in dynasty, fell
bn all real Chinese, when the king of Ts'in
subjugated the kingdom of Chow and es-
tablished his tyrannic sway over it . If
Dr. E . will look into the family records of
the Punti population of the Canton pro-

wince he will no doubt find in them many
statements similar to those in the Hakka
records .

I also have looked into a number of ge-
nealogical tables such as those on which Dr.
E. relies so much in his statements, and
have always had the impression that they
are reliable only from the time of the
Chang or Sung dynasty downward . For
the older times, Vie data bear too much
the stamp of invention, to deserve any de-
gree of credibility. There is, for instance,
a distinct endeavour at putting amongst
the ancestors as many renowned personages
of antiquity as possible ; if I remember
rightly, even families who had for their
first ancestor the fabulous personage
Shing-nung j$

	

will be found in these
records, while others adorn them with such
names as Chu-kung ?? ?? Tsang-tsz

etc .
Dr. Eitel describes the Hakkas as being

imbued with the restless spirit of vagabonds
and rovers, This may be true as regards
those Hakkas which Dr. E . has met with,
but does not at all justify him in passing on
the whole of them such a sweeping judg
ment .

	

If he had ever had an opportunity to
observe the industrious, thrifly labourer of

the wealthy trader of

	

W, the

assiduous student of	?? he would
have corrected many of his notions about
them. What would he say if a traveller
in the West of the United States, having
seen there a great many German immi-
grants living as °° vagabonds and rovers,"
were to write an article about the Germans
and describe them as imbued with the same
restless spirit Y

All that Dr. E. has said in his article
does not in the least shake my opinion that
the Hakkas are Chinese de pure sang, and
have been Hakkas, i .e . immigrants� only
since the en of the Chang Dynasty, when,
for a period o 53 years, there were not less'
than 13 emperors of 5 different dynasties
who consecutively had an ephemeral sway
over China .

	

During those times of trouble
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present, but no attempt to vary the normal
mode of devolution would be effectual ex-
cept in so far as filial respect might in-
duce the sons to carry out their father's
wishes .
To those acquainted with the history of

Ancient Law this absence of the power of
Testation will not appear wonderful. The
will in the modern sense of the term-that
is, a secret document absolutely controlling
the devolution of a deceased's estate, irre-
spective of the claims of even the nearest of
kin-is a thing of comparatively recent
growth. It is nowhere to be found among the
spontaneous customs that arise among primi-
tive mankind, but is on the contrary the
outgrowth of the Civil Law as interpreted
and elaborated by successioi generations of
professional lawyers.

	

The claims of Family

A Syllabary of the Hakka language or
dialect is hereto subjoined. A glance at
this Syllabary will be sufficient to shew that
the Hakka dialect is amongst the richest in
number of separate syllables, there being as
nearly as possible seven hundred distinct
sounds, against about 430 in the Peking-
ese, of which 420 are given by Sir Thomas
Wade. But it must be remembered that
about one third of the Hakka syllables are in
the entering tone, and end with k, t, or p,
which letters, from a Chinese point of view
are the same as ny, n, and m, but pro-
nounced with a sharper and shorter sound
than the latter.

	

In Peking there is no m
final, and consequently the three simple,
soft, or natural finals ng, n, and 7n, are re-
duced to, or have never exceeded two ; i .e . ny

20J

are first always paramount, and it is only
as a race or nation develops that the free
power of bequeathing gradually comes into
play . The rise and progress of this, charac-
terised by Sir Henry Maine (Ancient Law,
p 194) as the institution which next to the
contract has exercised the greatest influence
in transforming human Society, is one of
the most instructive chapters in the world's
history, but is much beyond the scope of
these notes .

	

We only mention it to show
that the facts bear out what was prima
facie to be anticipated .

	

If we had found
testamentary succession to exist in China, it
would have shown an elasticity and power
of self-development far beyond anything
which we have reason from other evidences
to suppose the country possesses .

G. JAiMIESON .

SYLLABARY OF THE HAKKA LANGUAGE OR

DIALECT.

and n ; whilst the three harder or shorter
finals k, t, and p, have disappeared, or have
never existed at

all
; so that the words

which, in theory perhaps, should end in k,
t, and p, have only ny and n as correlative
finals, and range themselves under the same
syllables less the final consonant. Thus, af-
ter all, the Hakka dialect is not so much
richer than the Pekingese dialect to the
Chinese ear,* though it may be to the
foreign.
Dr . Williams gives about 700 syllables to

the Canton dialect, but his system of group-

* In IIankow, muk, [*],

	

for instance) is
occasionally pronounced mung, and I have heard
a ShunA6 (Canton) man pronounce the character
tsung, [

	

~, as tsuk.
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ing is not entirely above improvement,
and there are at least eight hundred syl-
lables, as will shortly be shewn. True,
no standard of Chinese seems to hold
good in every detail for more than a small
area, but the Canton dialect as represented
by him would have been more satisfactory
if he had decided on doing what has first
been done by Sir Thomas Wade,-that is,
if, regardless of all theory, he had commited
to paper a dialect as it was found to exist in
a given spot, instead of seeking to find a
set of average sounds intended to cor-
respond more or less approximately to the
syllables as heard in several contiguous dis-
tricts : and few spots could be better to
select, as being suitable for a standard, than
a provincial metropolis .

	

In order that the
Cantonese dialect may be compared with the
Hakka dialect from the common basis of a
uniform method of spelling, I hope shortly
to be able to publish a new syllabary of the
Canton dialect, in which each letter will
have the value indicated in the accom-
panying table, taking the opportunity at
the same time to add a number of new
sounds.
According to the Foochow Dictionary pub-

lished by Messes Maclean and Baldwin,
there are 928 separate syllables in the dia-
lect of that city .

	

Perhaps the number might
be without difficulty brought up to 1000 .

	

I
shall also endeavour to draw up before long
a newly constructed syllabary of this dialect,
in order that the Foochow syllables may be
compared from a common standpoint with
others .
A Hankow syllabary was published in the

China Review early in the year 1875 . This
dialect appears to be by far the poorest of the
five now under discussion . I propose to
draw up, in course of time, new syllabaries
of this and of the Pekingese dialect, bring-
ing both under the spelling system set forth
below.

It is a common saying that the Chinese
languages are very meagre in syllables,
and, as has been shewn, some are much
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poorer than others. But, taking 700 as
about the average, (excluding the ad-
ditional distinctions produced by tones), I
am disposed to think that there may
be, after all, nearly as many sylla-
bles in the Chinese as in some European
languages. I do not know whether any
calculation of this nature has ever been
made ; but, as five thousand words have been
stated on good authority to represent the
total number of words used by an English
orator of the first rank in all his published
speeches, it would be fair to assume that the
number of words in general or colloquial use
in the English language does not, at all
events, exceed 5,000. Of these five thou-
sand at least half would be dissyllables ;
probably two thirds, or even three quarters .
How many of these 8,000 or 9,000 separate
syllables would occur more than once? It
must be remembered that in making the
calculation spelling is of no account in the
matter ; sound is the only criterion.

In drawing up the subjoined syllabary, I
have derived very great assistance from a
manuscript Hakka Dictionary lent to me by
Dr. Eitel, and which I understand is the
result of generations of labour on the part
of the missionaries belonging to the Basel
Mission .

	

The copy lent to me is very in
complete : barely half the

	

characters are
given opposite the sentences ranged under
each character, and in many cases no cha-
racter is given opposite the leading syllable,
but, notwithstanding these short-comings:
the work seems to me to fall little short of
the Tonic Dictionary of Dr . Williams, and the
Foochow Dictionary of Messieurs Maclean and
Baldwin, with the additional merit that the
translations, (some of which are in English
and some in German), appear to be original,
and not merely copied from other dictiona-
ries .
The system of spelling adopted by the

Basel missionaries may be suited to Ger-
mans, but it is of a nature extremely ill-
adapted to the requirements of English
students . For instance, ts, stands for the
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English ch : and it, for the English

	

nq.
Chany would therefore be spelled tsah, and
ch'ang, tshan.

	

Owing to the presence of the
letter t in the combination, moreover, the
whole class of words beginning, anylice, with
ch is relegated to the extreme end of the Dic-
tionary, instead of appearing at the begin-
ning,-an inconvenient though possibly a
scientific arrangement. Again, y is used
throughout the book instead of i, where this
vowel sound occurs in conjunction with an-
other vowel ; thus tshyoii would stand for
ch'iong.

	

Once more, ny is used to represent
the sound nyi, and, in consequence, the class
beginning with ngia and ending with ngiung
is considered as beginning with ny, and
comes out of its alphabetical place.

	

There
is no initial n in the Hakka dialect, (for
ng is a simple consonant, only arbitrarily
written thus for want of a separate con-
sonant), as is evidenced by the fact that all
nan, neng, nong, nuny, piny, &c., become
Ian, Men, lorry, lung, Min .

If I were asked to characterise the Hakka
language in as few words as possible, I
should say that it had to a large extent the
vowels of Peking, the diphthongs of Foo-
chow, the finals of Canton, and the tones
of Hankow . This would be about as cor-
rect as the celebrated definition of a lobster
as "a red fish which walks backwards,"
but gives perhaps as vivid a popular idea to
the general enquirer. Until the whole of
the important dialects of China shall have
been epitomised and tabulated, it is futile
to speculate what may be the exact relation
of one to the other, and of the whole to
cognate languages.

	

Each dialect brings out
something new, which affects and throws
light upon all the others .
The Hakka tones are one of the most re-

markable eccentricities in the dialect.

	

TheT is precisely the same as the
of Canton, but it may also be uttered like
the Hakka T _L, which is precisely the
same as the _L /\ of Foochow, and which
only differs from the first in being "curled

upwards" a little on the musical scale.
The T-% 217 is the same as the T-, ` of
Canton, but may be "curled upwards,"
though in lower key, just as the -LT' ;
but this " curling upwards " has not, as in
the former case, the effect of confusing the
T ZT` with any other tone .

	

The absolute
unevenness of the two " even " tones in the
Hakka language gives a pronounced Welsh-
ness to the accent, a simile which will be
readily understood by those who have lived
in North Wales. The II is exactly
like the _t

	

of Hankow .

	

The
is the same as the I

	

/\

	

of Foochow,
but may be pronounced as the Flakka

and hence the Basel -Mission Dictionary
marks all T I- and all -t

	

words as
having the same tone .

	

The consequences of
this confusion are peculiar, but not at all
serious to anyone who knows another south-
ern dialect thoroughly ; for, knowing that
each T

	

t- word must be a

	

V,4, and
not a

	

' L, and perceiving that it is not2F A
pronounced in the

	

or in either of the
two

	

gf, he at once perceives that it is
virtually in the T 1, and is therefore
just as well off as if the T I was a
separate tone, and he can perfectly well com-
pare the upper and lower series of Hakka
with any other upper and lower series .

	

The
consequences to the Hakkas are more seri-
ous, for they are obliged to remember for
literary purposes which of their _t 2F_

words, (in which all 12' and T
are colloquially grouped by them), are X,
and which are ' . Having forgotten or
confused the distinction in sound between
theI s ` and theT1, they then pro-
ceed, in making poetry, to read TI
words in the t 1, and make matters
worse by teaching that these words, for
poetical purposes, become X instead of
2F-, a state of affairs analogous to that
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which obtains in Pekingese poetry making.*
The Hakka _L -I- is exactly the same as

the Canton 1 211.

	

The Hakka T, -:k is
the same as the 1 -1-, except that the
former nearly always takes an aspirate, so
that one well acquainted with the theory of
Chinese generally is enabled to distinguish
at once, (though there is but one actual
tone), the upper from the lower series .
Thus

	

,

	

,

	

are pronounced p`a',
ch'ony', and k'en'. This fact is curi-

ously at variance with the rule laid down
by Dr. Chalmers, in an article which ap-
peared a few years ago in the China
-Review, entitled Chinese Slaelliny Tables.
TheI A of the Hakka% is pronounced
like their I _L, or like the
of Foochow. TheT A, of the Hakkas
is pronounced like theI /\ or x 2F
of the Cantonese, or like the - of the
Hakkas, but nearly always takes an aspi-
rate : thus rX, V, 4, , are pronounced
ts°i~, p'al,, and tli~ . This aspirating of
the . A is very remarkable, as being
also quite contrary to the general rule as
observed by Dr . Chalmers to exist in both
northern and southern dialects . It also
gives an additional Welshness to the dialect,
so much so, that the ring of a Hakka voice
is much the same as that of a Llangollen
market-woman .

I append a table of tones in which "the
place of the Hakka dialect in tonal philo-
logy" is indicated. It will be seen that the
addition of the tones of Hakka dialect to
those of the other four does not increase the
number of separate cadences .
A few other points may be noticed .

(1) The Hakkas, like the Pekingese, do not
distinguish between ai and aai, die and daze .

Their an, any, similarly, are like the Pe-
kingese an, any, and may be pronounced
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" This was explained in an article which ap-
peared in the China Review of April-May 1878,
in which Dr. Chalmers' Coacke Dictionary was
reviewed.

either like the Cantonese (Williams' system)
an or dn, any or any, (the one closer, the
other broader than the Hakka sound), with-
out causing confusion.

	

The flakkas cannot
begin

	

a

	

word with hw, substituting f;
herein differing from the Fookienese, who
cannot begin a word with f, substituting
law . (2) The Hakkas cannot distinguish
clearly between hen and hien, Wen and
ts'ien, and there always appears to be an
i sound before syllables which should be en,

and too little of an i sound in syllables
which should be ien.

	

There is no parallel
to this in any other Chinese dialect known
to me, but the Russian language contains a
letter which is precisely the Hakka ie.

	

For
instance, the word delo or dielo, "business,"
is written with what the Russians call the
soft e, whereas the word eto, °' this," is writ-
ten with a hard e.

	

Some English speakers
pronounce such words as Tuesday, Susan, in
such a way that a foreigner would doubt
whether he should write Tioosday, Sioosan,
or Toosday, Soosan.

	

(3) It is very difficult to
say whether the vowel of certain words in
Hakka should be pronounced like the vowel
in the Pekingese fen, (Wade'% system), or
like that in the Cantonesefuny.

	

The com-
pilers of the Basel Mission Dictionary re-
cognise no distinction betweenfun andfung .

The Hakka words4 and

	

seem to me

to contain a different vowel from that in
and ~. The question never arises

with the finals (or final) ?n and p, (or m or
) . I have decided to write the two first

exactly as they sound to me, i.e . fue°n, and
frcet, and to leave the other two as spelled
by the Hakka lexicographer, i.e . funy and
~fuk .

Like the Hankow and other "Southern
Mandarin" speaking people, the Hakkas
omit the final g after en or in, but not after
an, on, or an.

The Hakkas have not the vowel sound ii,
which changes into i or aaq. As the Peking-
ese erh becomes i in Hakka, and as many i
are preceded, by an l, it follows that pi, i,
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(This table has been slightly modified since it was last published, and will be further

No,

a . . . . . . . . . . . . E. father .
a . . . . . . . . . . . . E. back.
ae . . . . . . . . . . F. eteindre .*
ao . . . . . . . . . . G. beinalt olig.

� . . . . . . . .

	

�

	

.

	

tai

	

. . . . . . . . . . F' . naive.
6

	

I ai

	

. . . . . .

	

ai

	

. . . . . . . .

	

ai

	

. . . . . . I ai

	

. .. . . . .

	

ai

	

. . . . . . . . . .

	

G. Kaiser .
7

	

� . . . . . . .

	

an

	

. . . . . . . .

	

� . . . . . . .

	

�

	

. . . . . . .

	

.in

	

. . . . . . . . . .

	

I7. brow .
8

	

no

	

. . . . . .

	

au

	

. . . . . . . .

	

an

	

. . . . . . I an

	

. . . . . .

	

au

	

. . . . . . . . . .

	

G. alts .
9

	

� . . . . . . . . e . . . . . . . . . . e . . . . . . . . e . . . . . . . . e (ore) . . . . . . E.send.}
10 I eh

	

. . . . . . e . .
. . . . .

. . .' e . . . . . . . . e . . . . . . .

	

e . . . . . . . . . . . . F. pore, or haie.
11 i et

	

. . . . . . ei

	

. . . . . . . . e . . . . . . . . I �

	

. . . . . . .

	

ei

	

. . . . . . . . . .

	

E. feint.
12 .I � . . . . . . . .

	

. . . . . . . . . eu

	

. . . . . . ell

	

. . . . . . eu

	

. . . . . . . . . .

	

It. dela ! umilta
y

	

1 } Distributed)
� . . . . . . . .

	

. . . . . . . . . . ~ F. peu usite.

i . . . . . . . .

	

i (or i) . . . . . . . . I E. pin.
i

	

. . , y (or i) . . . . . . E. machine.
ya . . . . . . is

	

. . . . . . . . . . F. faaere .
ya . . . . . . is

	

. . . . . . . . . . F. bidlard.$
ieu

	

. . .

	

. . It . coai! eh! umilta .
ie

	

: : . . . .
.

.
.
. . . ~ F. lievre, Vierne.

iou . . . . . . . . . . F. ci au nez.
io

	

. . . . . . . . . . F, lion .
in . . . . . . . . . E. pew.
o . . . . . . . . . . .

	

F. ton.
of

	

. . . . . . . . . . E. toy.
on . . . . . . . . . . E. mould.
uu . . . . . . . . . . E. ruse, fool.
u . . . . . . . . . . . .

	

E. bull.

o . . . . . . . . . . . . G . Konig.
wa . . . . . . . . . . F. jmtuble
iia . . . . . . . . . . F. to as .
iie . . . . . . . . . . F' . vue airee.
uei . . . . . . . . . . I E. swain.
of . . . . . . . . . .
uui . . . . . . . . . .
no . . . . . . . . . .
iio . . . . . . . . . .
uoi . . . . . . . . . .
e . . . . . . . . .
oui . . . . . . . . . .
tsZ . . . . . . . . . .
sz . . . . . . . . .
shzh . . . . . . . .
tshzh . . . . . . . .
zhzh . . . . . . . .

� . . . . . .

2 ~,& . . . . . . ' .

3 !r, . . . . . . .

~

	

.5

13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

§41

Spelling of Iy

	

Spelling
Wade, (ineludesl

ffanko,o.)

	

af.
Williams .

� - . . . . .

� . . . . . . .

� . . . . . . . .
is . . . . . .

. . . . . .
ieh . . . . . .

11 . . . . . .
io . . . . . .
in . . . . . .
o . . . . . . . .
� . . . . . . .
ou . . . . . .
u . . . . . . . .
u . . . . . . . .

iieh . . . . . .

ui . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . .
no . . . . . .
iio . . . . . .

U (tZUI
fssu)

~ih (shih)

Hakka dialect.

simplified and improved when the Canton Syllabary is published) .

. . . . . . . . . .
� . . . . . . . . . .

ai . . . . . . .

amongst
ii, ui, ui, )

� . . . . . . . . . .ieu . . . . . � . . . . . . . .
� . . . . . . . . . ie . . . . . ye . . . . .
� . . . . . . . . . . I io

	

. . . . . .

	

� . . . . . . . .
>, . . . . . . . . . .~ � . . . . . . . . io

	

. . . . . .
iu . . . . . . . .lin . . . . . . in . . . . . .
o . . . . . . . . . .~o . . . . . . . . o . . . . . . . .
of . . . . . . . � . . . . . . . of . . . . . .
b

	

. . . . . . . .

	

o . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . .

. . .
iu . . . . . . . . . . u . . . . . . . . u . . . . . . .
u . . . . . . . . . . u . . . . . . . . u . . . . . . . .
ii . . . . . . . . . . ii . . . . . . . . � . . . . . . . .
uandeu . . . . e . . . . . . . . � . . . . . . .
wa . . . . . . . . wa . . . . . . wa . . . . . .
� . . . . . . . � . . . . . . . � . . . . . .
� . . . . . . . � . . . . . . . � . . . . .

ui . . . . . . .. ui .. . . . . ui . . . . .
Iii . . . . . . . � . . . . . . . . � . . . . . .

. . . . . . . , woi . . . . . . woi . . . . . .

. . . . . . . � . . . . . . . u . . . . . . . .

(tsz). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (tz) . . . . . .
( sz) . . . . � . . . . . . . . (sz) . . . . . .

( � ) . . . � . . . . . . . I � ) . .

�
�

a

TABLE OF VOWELS.

Snellin.q

	

petting of

	

Spelling modied

	

Explanation of sound

of Baldwin .

	

B

	

-l Dlt .ssion'

	

so as to suit

	

i>¢tendezd
alt Fize Dialects .

	

to be represented.

. . . . . . . . a . . . . . . . .
a . . . . . . .

	

� . . . . . . . .
ae . . . . . . � . . . . . . . .

E. souiller .
F. inoui .
It . uomo .
F. Vue originate.
It . cuo (r') infidels .
E. full .
F. feau y est .
E. cat's zeal .
E. mass zeal .
F. vachejalonse .
E. -f- h' . match jugs .
F. rage jalouse

* Or eteindre, almost nasal, more of an a sound than No . 10 .
j As soon as it shall become necessary, this vowel will be written e, whether alone or with

another vowel.
i.e. Parisian French .

§ This vowel sound forms part of the consonant and is inseparable from it .

	

In the language
of Grimm, " it may be learned, but can never be taught ."

NB.-The distinction between the long and short i and e is not necessary for the
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Chinese ; May 1, The Yu Kung : May
11, Ditto.

.Daily Press, April 5, Chips from Many
Blocks ; 12, Medical Missions in China ;
16, Chips from Many Blocks ; 21, Chips ;
29, Chips ; May 10, Chips ; 12, Affairs
in Tonquin ; 13, A Chinese Funeral.

North-China Herald, April 1, Abstract
of Peking Gazettes, Educational Works
for the Chinese ; 10, The Tung-wen
College Calendar, Gazette Abstract,
Mistrauslations of the Shi-king ; 17,
Gazette Abstract ; 24, Gazette Abstract ;
May 1, Corea, a Forbidden Land ;
Gazette Abstract ; 11, Confucianism and
Taouism, Peking Gazette Abstracts .

The following are the latest publications
on Chinese subjects :-

History of Corea, Ancient and Modern.
By Rev. John Ross, seven years re-

THE CHINA REVIEW .

NOTES AND QUERIES.

NOTES .
RE-MARKS ON THE SYLLABARY OF THE

HAKKA DIALECT BY MR. E. H. PARKER.-
Mr . Parker seems to have undertaken a
comparative study of the different dialects
spoken in China, and contributes in the last
No . of this periodical, as a part of that un-
dertaking, °' a Syllabary of the Hakka Lan-
guage or Dialect."
Now the Hakka-country par excellence is

the prefecture of Ka-ying-chao ( a11H)
in the N. E. corner of the province of Can-
ton, to which then we Wave to look for the
purest form of that dialect.

	

For although
the Hakkas have extended from Ka-ying-
chao to the neighbouring Prefectures, they
are living there more or less mixed up with
Puntis and Hoklos, whose language must
necessarily have influenced or-so to say-
deteriorated their own one. This must be
the case especially in the Sin-on (

	

'

	

)
district, where the Hakkas form only about
one third or even less of the population.

sident in Manchuria.

	

Paisley : J. & R.
Parlane.

	

London : Houlston and Sons.
Comparative Chinese Family Law. By
Edward Harper Parker, Canton . Lon-
don : Triibner & Co .

The River of Golden Sand : the Narra-
tive of a .Tourney through ('hina and
Eastern Tibet to Burmah . By Captain
Gill, R.E . ; with an Introductory Essay
by Colonel Henry Yule, C. B., R. E.
London, John Murray .

Countries ofthe World. By Robert Brown,
M.A ., F.R.G .S ., &c. London : Cassell,
Petter, and Galpin .

The wit,or Record of Chi-
nese Coins. By Li Kuei . Ningpo,
1880 .

	

(a Reprint, 1750).
Praktische Anleitung zur Erlernung derHochchtnesischen Sprache. By P . G .
von Moellendorff.

The dialect of that district would therefore
prints facie seem to be very little suited for
the fixing of a °' Hakka Syllabary," and as
Mr. E. H. Parker has nevertheless taken his
stand on the dialect of that same district-
for this dialect alone has been taken in con-
sideration in Dr. Eitel's manuscript Hakka
dictionary-he ought not to be astonished if
one who has lived many years in the Ka-ying
Prefecture, has many objections to make to
the result of his labours on this dialect.
Mr . Parker begins with some remarks on

the orthography used in the Hakka-Dic-
tionary and puts it simply on one side with
the remark, 11 It may be good for Germans
but for nobody else ." Now the orthography
adopted in the said dictionary is that of the
"Standard Alphabet" of Dr . Lepsius, which
has been very extensively made use of not
only by Germans but also by a great num-
ber of English and American missionaries
for reducing unwritten languages and foreign
graphic systems ; while the character ti for



the sound ng has even long before been
used for transcribing the Sanscrit. It seems
therefore that the said orthography has a
more extensive usefulness than Mr. Parker
thinks .

	

I am even convinced that if those
Englishmen who are trying to romanize the
different dialects of China, could so far put
aside their politique de cloelwr, as to adopt
an orthography of non-English origin, so
thoroughly adapted for their work as that
of Dr. Lepsius, . they would soon get con-
vinced of its superiority .

	

Of course I do not
mean that it should. be made use of, when
writing for people who do not understand
Chinese.

	

In that case the Englishman will
continue to write shoo, the German schu,
the French ehozt, when he wishes to tran-
scribe the sound for the character

	

.
Mr. Parker continues

	

saying :

	

"° ny

	

is
used in the said Hakka Dictionary, to
represent nyi," and in consequence of that
opinion the whole series of syllables begin-
ning in the said dictionary with nya and
ending with nyung is changed into nyia,,
ngiany, &c ., and placed between the syllables
nyi, and ngo.
Now this seems to me to be a glaring mis-

take which even the peculiarities of the
dialect as spoken in Sin-on, can not be
charged with,.
The initial sound of the syllables begin-

ning in the Hakka dictionary with ny is a
dental sound, composed of the simple sound
it and a semi-vocal for which Dr. Lepsius
uses y, while Dr . Williams uses in the
analogous sounds of the Cantonese e ; but
the initial sound of the syllables beginning
with n or ng is a guttural one. Now two
sounds of so different nature can certainly
not be represented by the same charac-
ters .
Moreover I find in

	

my English-French
dictionary under the letter Y a number of
words which, with an additional n at the
beginning, give pretty exactly the Hakka
pronunciation of some of the syllables of
the said category .

	

For instance : A is pro-
nounced in Hakka as the English yet with
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an additional n at the beginning, so as to
make nyet. ~" is pronounced in Hakka as
the English yam with the same addition of
an n, so as to make nyam . is pronounced
as the English yap with an n at the begin-
ning, so as to make nyap . A is pro-
nounced as the English yean with an n at
the beginning, so as to make nyean or
simply nyin . L-- is pronounced as the
English you with the addition of an n, so
as to make nyou or simply nyu.

For what reason then should those sylla-
bles be written wyiet, ngiam, ngiap, nyien
and ngin ?
The Punti-dialect possesses, moreover,

quite the same sound, for instance in
which Williams (Tonic Dictionary, p. 313)
writes nyung ; according to the orthography
of the manuscript Hakka-Dictionary it
would be written nyuny, while according to
Mr . Parker nyiuny would be the right way,
to give the sound, which is certainly not
correct.
On p. 331 of the same Tonic Dictionary

I see the Mandarin sound of *given as
nien, which shows that this character has
the same pronunciation in Mandarin and in
Hakka, only according to the system fol-
lowed in the manuscript Hakka-Dictionary
the sound should be written nyen, while, if
Mr. Parker were right, it ought to be writ-
ten ngien.

Mr. Parker says further : 11 There is no
initial n in the Hakka dialect." Now that is
very true for the Hakka as spoken in Sin-on

), Tung-kun (a

	

}, part of
Kwai-shin Q-y) and perhaps some
other places, but everywhere else the Hakka
makes the difference between l and n quite
in the same way as the Mandarin and Pauti.
" The Hakka cannot distinguish clearly

between hen and hien, Wen and ts'ien," says
further Mr . Parker, and this again is quite
true in the districts above mentioned, but
the nearer we come to the F:a-ying Prefec-
ture, the clearer the distinction is made.
For instance , and are both pro-
nounced in Sin-oa ts'en, but in the Sa-ying
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Prefecture the former is pronounced Wien
(Punti ts'in) and the second Wen (Punti
Wang).

So there exist in the Ka-ying Prefec-
ture differences between shu and shin,
(Lepsius : shyu), kong and kwang, which have
equally got lost in Sin-on and which are
therefore omitted also in Mr. Parker's sylla-
bary.

	

For instance :-
and + are both pronounced in Sin-

on shu, but in the Ii;a-ying Prefecture, the
former only is pronounced shu (Punti shii)
the second shin (Punti shau).

2and * are both pronounced in Sin-
on kong, but in the Ka-ying prefecture the
former only is pronounced kong (Mandarin
kiang), the second being pronounced kwang
(Mandarin kwang) .
Those few remarks will suffice to show

that Air. Parker's Syllabary is far from be-
ing perfect. If he could get hold of a bona
fide Ka-ying-chao man-there are plenty of
them in Canton-we might be able to thank
him for a far more correct and complete one,

In regard to the Hakka Tones, Mr . Par-
ker distinguishes, as in Punti, between I

and _1` I and between I I and
T1 -1-.

	

Now I have studied this dialect
for 15 years and others have done so twice
as long, without having ever discovered that
difference .

	

I am convinced that it does not
exist in reality, that the Hakkas have only
one

	

and one -1

	

, only there
are many places where those

	

which
the Punti pronounceT.I are pronounc-
ed by the Hakka in the

	

so that in
those countries the

	

~' prodominates
greatly over the
As regards the comparative value of the

tones in the Cantonese and the Hakka, I
think that the Cantonese _L-j- is the same
as the Hakka,-'

	

, the Cantonese T-%
is the same as the Hakka T 2F-, the

Cantonese _t 211 is the same as the Hak-
ka -,

	

, and the twoA

	

are simply
inverted,

THE CHINA REVIEW.

For the other tones they are particular to
their dialect . I cannot discover any fur-
ther analogy between both .

Finally I may remark that all sounds
beginning in the syllabary with to should
more correctly begin with v, because this
consonant as pronounced in the Ka-ying
.Prefecture is the same as the v in the En-
glish word vein or in the French word vous
or va, and has nothing whatever in common
with the English w. This correction ought
also to be made in the !' manuscript Hakka
pictionary of the Basel Misson ."

Ca . PITON.

HAxgA MARRIAGE CUSTOais.-The first
step is for the girl's parents to send a go-
between with a card to the man's parents,
which card contains the surname, sex, and
natal day of the proposed bride . This card
is brought back to the man's residence, and
placed either at the side of the Ancestral
Shrine, [!

	

], or on the altar of the
Kitchen God, [+~ ;

	

The card runs
[surname],

	

p' ;

	

[female sex], ~ `J ;
[year], V ; [moon],

	

; [day], E ;
[hour],

	

i [was born],

	

!L ; [great
felicity!],

	

On the face of the
card is written "Union made by Heaven,"

or "Fair match completed
by Heaven,"

	

fW K U1, Every Chi-
nese family of the same surname has a
different number of days, from seven to one
month, within which its fortunes are to
be declared.

	

If within this period there is
no squabble in the family, no article of
furniture broken, and no one taken sick, the
fates are propitious, and the card is placed
in the family trunk : if any of the above-
mentioned untoward events occur, the match
is broken off for ever.

	

If the fates are pro-
pitious, a sum of from $2 to $8 is handed to
the go-between, together with some betel-
nut and areca to be presented to the girl's
father, and on the same day two girdles,
[L *1' are returned as evidence of be-



























































AV A,

Wh ri he talks, fie frightens one to

d"ath .

When be comes to do it, tie makes on
dip Witlr s ;c~c~hter.

A (aln Hurts a man, and he becomes only
taIier .
When lcoaven hurts a man, he be01)mes

a elcelutott .

A for trust not tell a cat.
!they are all a1ike) .

2" 3 . 11 &-,Ay-a A 01 )J4
Relying on one's slippers, one nTill get his

feet pricked.

~o.I .

KAPP.4 A

	

u$0 V
01 I'M Q70

	

W, 1% -
It, the east whore the sun rises, there is

my home.
Driven by a storm I come to Chiba.
Cocks crow and dogs bark everywhere the

same,

The hawthorn has ever~tvhese the same
tkrwer.

[Chere is a saying that onee a shipwrecked
stranger came to the Polo Temple near
Canton (see CA, IL. 3:11, li . I51), There he
wrote the tirst two stanzas on a door and
soon afterwards died fxom hvme sicknava,
A Chioese seholar came and finished the two
last stanzas,

	

The last elause is freguently
used among the liakkas in the sense that

oireumstances are everywhere tfie same!,

205. ,*3~ #. [~J .
There is no diff'crence between grey and

svhstc .

It a fasuiic have a thwci3au .,t g,ilfi pieces,

1'f1H CHIN UEVit;W .

ou+etcle p:oFile will It cve s t~atnnee to nrinh

theca.

When man is old, his siclznesses will ap-
prar,

Practice becomes one's see led nature,

20 . ~

To wear a raincoat to giwneta a tire,

}0 .

	

t r

	

~.

Creepin; on the ground to Cross the water,

[TA) be vPrr careful] .

212.

	

~'M *14
"

All that the eye does not see is Mean .

212 . 9R ~A .Q RL aA RI, .
The belly dues not worry abort what the

eye does not see .

13 AX iff. W-

	

ff-
You bnrn the incense and I get the proat,

214.,W,A : W k
A wicked man must get a wiekwi octe to

grind him.

zl ~ . ~

	

lr

	

am
VVfrere there is plenty of food and mi .

afeat, there will be good customs.

2i6.

A fair aw,y relative is not equal to anear
neinhbour.

move She Srea,

219

Sitting on a high place, one can look at a

great distance .

2 18

	

?

	

M

	

" ri q `

	

L
NA hen the roots are deep, tire wend Cannot

Rich people trust always keep os sttcds inp ,

P�er Veople must keep on rearing pigs,

z>a, .---

	

11-Y
Every blade of grass has its drops o5 dcw.

(leaven pruvidea for every one]~



221 .

	

,
Mach book reading In Ikes a man wise .
Much wine drinking makes a uean foolish .

222 . ;a 5-~ ff'&1' .
To build a house on the side of the road .
[rhere is mneh criticizing]

223 . ~?M

	

0 vl~
The reward of good and evil follows a

deed as the shadow follows the body .

22-1

	

,11 _* N[c
The overthrow of a wtggoa in front gives

a hint to that which follows .

225 .

	

Q % ~'

	

0W
To bring up a child to provide for one's

age is to store up rice to provide for a
dearth .

226 .

During good weather store tip fuel and

waves.

rice .
While strong, prepare fort for sie'c days .

227 . TIt )a fflt .
A level surface may be raised by wind or

228 . 0
Three men speak of a tortoise and 1o it

becomes a turtle .

229 zf-

	

of T
The af ,ir of the cow is not

	

yet fiuishe(l,
yet there dames an afar of th ~ It rrse.
[0 ie trouble after another] .

2°,0 . 11- +,
When there is no cow to do field w rrk, onm

must use a horse,

231 .

	

k
ht is difficult to quench a fire with w tier

that is far away,

232,

Ile blows away the hair to hark after a
tiny scab

~lfiaute criticizin;]

P-ar pe.ple are at ea+e, riuta people hav . ;
Ma0v sorrows.

z:"

	

- I LK

	

f: fj~-

	

~ I A
Thele eilanot be hidden tw) tiger. in

an gnnlain .

s;a ~k~ r s ~vv '
2 :15 .

	

rrall,
don't dive

111)
smohin ; ; ',

<ane whoh,~ a iaiird says ' ~i m't V" .,t shav~ .d .'

A m kn must not read the history of the
three kingdoms.
A woman must not read the romance ` Fa

tsien .'
[ the Chinese say by reading the history

of the three kingdoms a man will
crafty, by reading Fa tsiea a wom an will
bec'raae lustful] .

237 . - ITM:f J-~
tl,ie rivbt can subdue ;a thous nd wron,s .

2138 . n /

BY sparing one's feet, one gets a wet li,ai .

239. *'*Tj-jN
When there is no wine in the house, it is

difficult to have guests .
When there is no water in the ditch, it is

difficult to rear fish in it .

Ptis- 14
A father rearing a son, longs for 1-is get-

Cin; trig .
A son tending iris fattier longs for his

death .

211 .

	

pT 941 � , r3~

Y3ettev to have no meat to eat than to live
an a place without hamboos .

212 . p1~.
& (.(

Not coveting to get things cheap, one will
have no loss,

	

-





269. Vt
Fish eyes mixed with pearls .

270. & ft-4 ;& 1M1 ~k
If there is a good opportunity, even the

first wife will scoop the boiled rice.

271 . t**

	

f1.
What comes in by the left hand, goes

away by the right one.

To catch frogs is like buying tobacco : the

one comes in from the water and the other
goes out by the fire.

2 73 . 3k 4E'-'- JA
If his sickness lasts long enough, he will

become a physician.

It is difficult to govern a bad wife .
It is difficult to ride a vicious horse.

275. '

Poor people's voices are not loud enough
to be heard .

276.

	

,

Let the proper time pass and gold will turn
into iron .

Let the proper time come and iron will be-
come gold .

To go forward or backward is difficult.

278. -f^

	

p~ p`

	

(,
Nine in hand are better than ten borrowed .

279. Jl ~

	

# ,

	

~ff
Man has not a thousand good days .

Flowers are not red for a hundred days .

280.

Man does not live a hundred years ; but is

always troubling himself about a thousand
years.

281 .

After having crossed the river, why do

yoL worm about crossing a little brook.

PEOV1;lill8. .

Riches are in the miser's house.

Fish are in the deep pools.

283 . ,

A dead man leaves his name behind .
A tiger leaves his skin behind .

284. --. . ft

	

*ftlM
One generation of taro will become fertile

mould for another generation .

[One generation gets what a former genera-

tion left to it] .

285 . -= -i > M' k zAla .
Having thirty-sis schemes to choree from,

the best one is to run away .

286. ~

	

11%J AI3tI Jr
The most crooked-minded people have

horses before their doors.
(Bad people often live in the wealthiest

circumstances].

287.

With wings puton, it is still difficult to fly.

288.

	

a &9

	

C ~~', ., ._.

When brethren have divided their pro-

perty, they are only neighbours .
If one has no rice for a meal, he has to

borrow .

280.

If provisions fail only a eingle morning,
the soldiers will not remain . [Everything
must be sufficiently provided for] .

290. ;;ft

	

.

If you have not briek~ enough, you must
lower the gable of your house.

[rut your coat according to your cloth] .

291.

	

", VRJ
If you have no grass, you must close your

kiln .

292.

To enter an empty kiln [ to be at a loss
what to do].

293. pf '
All are wares from the same kiln .

(70 bc tutilba'N[d.)
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The nature of crabs is cold, although one
authority asserts that they are only cooling .
They have a salt taste, and are poisonous,
although some authorities assert that their
poisonous properties are very slight . They
are used for fever, for varnish poisoning,
and puerperal fever.

	

(2) The Shells of the
Crab .

	

These are used for uniting fractures.
(3) The Claws of Crabs.

	

These cause abor-

tion . They are used for regulating the

menstrual flow, and for post partum
hemorrhage . (4) Small fresh-water Crabs,

These are used for applying to
uu-united wounds and ulcers .
LXVIII.-King Crabs,

	

. These
are found in the Southern seas . ~~They have

the shape of a fan, and some are of enor-

mous size . Their nature is tranquilizing,
and they are non-poisonous .

	

They are used

for fistulas, for dysentery, and for killing

parasites.
LXIX.-Scorpions,

	

, also called

294.

295.

or

	

.

	

These are imported from China

for medicinal purposes .

	

The small ones are

the best, and for medicine they can be caught

at any season . Formerly these creatures

were found within the palace enclosure, but

these were all carefully killed to be used for

IN DAILY USE AMONG THE HAKKAS OF THE CANTON PROVINCE .

SCHAUB, LILON-

ti'ol. NXI, p . 79 .)

COLLECTED BY M .

(Continued from

One must eat

things.

	

In much eating there is no taste.

little in order to taste

When man dies be returns to earth .

	

To

die in the morning, to be buried in the even-

iug is better than to get a Buddhist mass .

Till; CI!1N :1 REViE'6t .

PROVERBS

medicine, and now there are none found in
all Corea. The entire body is used in
medicine, but the tail which contains the
sting is the best for this use. The sting
is very poisonous. When prepared for
use the insect should be washed thoroughly
and roasted. The nature is tranquilizing,
the taste both sweet and bitter, and it is
decidedly poisonous. It is used for all
forms of paralysis, or partial paralysis, and

for convulsions in children .

E. B. LANDIS, M.D .

Notes.-1. Most of these notes are taken

from the Mirror of Eastern Medicine,

1151 %), a native work which is

without doubt the standard work on medi-
cine, and which is the only book of Corean
authorship which has attained a reputation
in China, so far as I know .

2. Tape Worm, round worm, and seat
worms.

3. Hemorrhoids are all supposed to be
due to some disease in one of the viscera.
As there are 5 viscera there are also 5 kinds'
of hemorrhoids.

4. Heart, liver, stomach, lungs, and
kidneys.

The salt fish of one year is eaten with the
rice of one year .

237.

Although the silk is worn out, its warp is

still real . (Although a well-established fa-
mily may suffer loss, it will not perish).

298.

	

*'f!"An

elephant, though lean and fallen, still
weighs a thousand pounds .

	

(The same as .

No . 292) .



299. P'11 f6.
By consulting a thing will not be hindered .

To bring a thing before the emperor, one
must cross the Mei ling pass (in the North

of the Cant in province . The main road to

the North is through this mountain pass).

301. $ 1UM)a.
Soft grass follows the wind .

302 .

	

,

Everything at the beginning is difficult .

303 .

	

M, 11 M,

	

fC LJ *.

The ship last to start, is first to arrive .

304 . T, 'A~ri ~~ J;
If one does not enter the tiger's den, how

can one get the young of a tiger (One must
not shrink from difficulties) .

305.

	

E~

	

.i
When the snake is dead, its feet will

appear (everything will come to light).

306 .

Men fear to be brought face to face ; trees

fear to be stripped of the bark .

307. -' r

	

c

	

fW14fT*.
The lamp of one house cannot lighten two

houses .

308. -r

	

WN

	

Ah -f, xI fM

The first generation only wears grass
linen, the second fine cloth, the third has

lost all affection .

via a1 .
By weighing with a large balance one

comes to nought .
By measuring with a large measure one

gets nothing.

310 .

Carefulness can go everywhere .

PRO''h713S .

To have a mouth to speak of others, but

to have no mouth to speak of oneself.

312 .

As

	

one

	

punishes

	

another

	

so must he'

punish himself.

As one forbears himself, so he must for-

bear others.

313 . V V3
To watch one's mouth as an urn, to keep

guard of one's will as of a city .

314 . TA :f pip tai A
A thousand men, a thousand characters ;

ten thousand men, ten thousand figures.

("rot homines tot sententiae).

315. x &Z -E ju *.
The wasp has just begun to build its nest .

("rhe small beginnings of a thing) .

One wishes that the boat by which one

travels will go fast .

him.

318.

58!1

ftif 'E's'

	

, -. A.
Where there is much food there are

many brethren .

When one is in trouble nobody will see

A man must blame himself when his tree

produces no boughs and leaves ; he can't

say that the sun is partial.

Above him no bit of a tile, below no bit

of ground in which to put his spear, (very

poor).



6<90

320 .

A lean cow with big horns

	

(A family
with an appearance of wealth, but poor

in reality) .

321 .

His shoulder can't bear loads, his hands
can't work .

	

(A weak, useless fellow).

When the old cow has passed the hill,

its calf will appear . (After the old genera-

tion has passed away, a new one will come).

323 .

Although one has money, it is difficult to
buy medicine to restore youth.

A tree which stands upright need not

fear that its ends will be moved by the

wind .

325 . M

	

pb
Neither end comes to shore.

	

(To fall be-

tween two stools) .

A lime basket leaves everywhere its

traces. (A bad man shows everywhere his

wickedness).

327. PQ 01

Mountains can't protect the bones of the

dead for a hundred years. (One can't rely
on good Fung-shui) .

328, r

	

rb

	

.
A fox does not know the stench under his

own tail. (A bad man does not know his
own wickedness).

Ttlr (Iil.NA 1tl.viEfV .

0119 ;atA.

Good people leave a sweet perfume for a

hundred years.
Bad people leave a stench for a thousand

years.

330 .

There are only a few really chaste women
under heaven .
There are no really fasting' Buddhist

priests in the world.

332.

338. jfiff

A man studies diligently ten years in the
tichool and nobody knows him, once a
graduate the whole world knows him.

Snakes and scorpions all in one hole. (Bad
people collected together).

One cash, three drops of sweat.

	

(Money
is not easily got) .

334.

	

,

Money is blood from under the skin .

335. An%M

	

,
A picture of Buddha must be ornamented .

Man must be clothed.

336.

	

. ~~

	

ILL

When the mother pig is fat, its sucklinga
are also fat.

Grand-children will have their own

pleasures, one must not because of one's
grand-children work like a cow, or a horse.

~ft 1* -4 911APt .
If destined to get a fortune, one will

get it at last .

If not destined to get it, one cannot get
it by force.

If not destined to get a hundred, why

undergo hardship in seoking a thousand .



340.

Things do not repeat themselves more than
three times.

341.
To beat the grass to frighten a snake.

342, UU ~Ys &E1

	

.
Having washed the kettle, there is no rice

to cook.
343.
A Buddhist priest scolds a bald head, the

first to scold is the first victor.

344, r%*R
One is half a pound, the other eight

ounces .

	

(All the same).

Yama, the stern, black.visaged god of
Fate,

Who sits enthroned in Hades in high state,
A record keeps of every mortal's birth,
And day, decreed by Death, for quitting

earth .
And his fleet messengers of import dread,
To mortals known as Horse face and Oxhead,
At his commands to earth aye swiftly his,
To fetch to Hades mortals doomed to die.

While Yama reigns supreme on Hades'
strand,

He temples has throughout the Flowery
Land .

And there, where'er the god of Fate's
enshrined,

His two imps Horseface and Oxhead you'll
find .

All who to Yama sacrifice and pray,
Should likewise to his imps oblations pay,
Then, if long life and vigorous age they

choose,
The imps may grant*hat Yama may refuse.

PENO TSU-A CHINESE LEOENI?. 591

345. A-jP'P A

	

R-~P" 19Z 2
Many men together are strong .
Mang dogs bite the sheep.

	

(The stronger
oppresses the weaker).

346. _

	

-r
Three Thung oppress one Shin, (-

a measure containing two Thung) . (The
same meaning as 345)

In PAO *-
To the last day of the year he can't fatten

his pig .

	

(Things will not prosper),

PENG TSU-A CHINESE LEGEND .

Better a book explained for one morning
only, than books read and unexplained for
three years.

(To be continued.)

A striking instance of what these can do
Is what occurred in old times to Peng Tsu,
Who lived more than three thousand years

ago,
And saw eight hundred years ere

below.
called

A happy thought struck Mr. Peng one day,
When he to Yama's temple went to pray,
For long life and perennial youth he prayed,
For, humanlike, of Death he felt afraid ;
He rich oblations placed on Yama's shrine,
But to the imps he offered choicest wine,
And promised them libations better still,
If they would act according to his will .
The imps delighted to his wine imbibe,
Sought how to earn a further dainty bribe,
And their good devotee accommodate,
By overreaching the stern god of Fate.

Just then the record book was badly worn,
And Yama, seeing its covers soiled and

torn,
Ordered his imps to take and bind anew ;
They took the book and silently withdrew,
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Prince C .

	

This old dog covets victory so
much

He does not know defeat, look
how be comes

Labouring toiling on . What
shall I do ?

I'll shoot this hundred-paces-
piercing arrow

And wound him mortally .

	

So,
so, old dog

(Prince C, shoots three, arrows successively,
Duke M. Y . wards off two, but the third

IN DAILY USE ANIONG THE HAKKAS OF THE CANTON PROVINCE.

COLLECTED BY M. SCHAUB, LILONG.

(Continued from Vol . XXII, p. 591 .)

When the bow is drawn, cue must shoot
the arrow.

350.

When the bow is drawn hard, the arrow
will fly fast .

351 . 	?? ?? '
A man's word is like an officer's arrow .

?? A R 14,44".
A horse does not walk, because he is weak ;
A man does not live fast, because he is

poor .

353 .
When you have no son, you must not rely

on your grandson .

354 . OA ??	 )

	

J,

The raven teaches the magpie ; it can only
teach it to hop .

355 . ?? U 711: ??	 '
Among ten stepmothers, nine are wicked .

THE CHINA REVIEW.

PROVERBS

hits him. The Sung and Barbarian
soldiers fight, and the former are defeated
and driven off. As the barbarians chase

off the Sungs Huang Piao enters and
goes to Duke M. Y.)

Duke MI . Y . These foreign
gerous ; I'll write

To court and seek assistance .
Exeunt.

WILLIAM STANTON.

(To be continued) .

356 .
The salt pot breeds worms.

357 .

To have a quarrel in one's own house .

358 .
Having a flower, one must put it where

it can be seen .

359 . ?? fm HA

Heaven will have no outstanding accounts .

360 . ??	 '
A wall must have a good foundation .

361 . Iq??
When there is no grain in the granary,

the sons are great eaters .

362 . ??	?? ?? ?? ??.
Man's affairs assist heaven's work .

dogs are dan-

363 . )Q?? .

	

'
What Heaven does, !leaven cares for.

Where the river is narrow, there is a

current .
Ran in an emergeney becomes crafty .



365. ?? 	 ;FT ??
Even a dead mouse will have a blind cat

to carry it away .

366 . ?? ?? 	 ["A		.
Even a good mother-in-law does not equal

one's own mother.

367 . ?? ??		

Let another person raise winds and waves ;
I will not allow my boat to start .

368 . ????	 la

When the kingdom is in disorder, one
thinks of a good general ;
When the house is poor, one thinks of his

good wife .

369 . 	?? 	

141 .

When the wife is good, the husband has
few calamities ;
when the son is filial, the father's heart

is at ease.

370 .	??		 %

AT ??.
One who cannot keep away from his

fascinating wife will not become a hero .

371 . ?? 	

Brothers are like hand and foot ;
Wife and children are as clothes.

372 .	??	
The more crafty one is, the poorer will

one be.

373 . 	??	?? ??
It is difficult to get a good word ; it is easy

to give a bad one .

374 . ?? ?? 	 ) LL

R A.
He who comes to slander other people is

himself a bad man .

PROVERBS 671

There is always soma slander . If you
do not hear it there will be none .

376 .	?? 		
??

Don't hear slander .

	

By hearing slander
intimate friends become enemies .

377 . ??	 l ??	

A man of superior virtue is straight-
forward ; when he has something to say, he
tells it to one's face.

378 .	?? -A
?? ?? .

Openly to be a good man, secretly a mean
one,

To stir up dirty water, and yet stand at
the side of clean Water .

??
Good Words are unwelcome to the ear but

they prefit the conduct ; good medicine is
bitter to the taste, but healing in sick-ness.

380. ?? :	,

?? .
Secretly spoken words, [leaven hears

them like a thunder-clap,
A villany committed in darkness, the

spirits see it like a flash of lightning .

381 . ?? 	?? .
After having crossed the bridge, to pull

away the plank .

	

(Selfish) .

382 . T-	?? j " ??

To weigh a thousand catties, there must
be a fixed point on which to hang the load .

;; .	?? hi383.?? 	 'L

	

4

	

I

	

I
: I

	

L., ??	 '
The leech bites the thigh, and does not

bite the stool . (One squcezes where thero is
something to squecze). ) .



672

?? ?? , ??

The man Who has no well laid plans, eats

a measure of gold .

33i . ??	??	 	FI

	

	'
If I can sleep I don't trouble mystlf about

your kying down before I retire to rest .

386 . ?? ?? 	.
A family newly come to fortune does not

equal a well established one .

387 .
Precious stones

together .
and comon ones burnt

388 . ??		 .
To put a fine pearl into a dark place .

389 . ?? A LA
Clear sighted in punishing others, but not

in punishing oneself .

39o. '

	

t ?? W, 4(T H
??.

He who Wishes to make a fortune,
work hard .

??	
To bring up a son without teaching him is

like rearing an ass.

THE CHINA REVIEW .

must

The entrances of and the approaches to
the port of Amoy are Well defined, and easy
of access, as there are no outlying shoals or
bars to contend with ; so that vessels of the
largest size have no difficulty at any time
in clear weather in entering the outer hsr-
bour which is large enough to hold the com-
bined fleets of all the powers stationed in
the Far East ; while it affords excellent
shelter, as it is almost entirely land-locked .
The inner harbour is rather limited in size,
but affords oxeclient shelter, and is used by

To bring up a daughter without teaching
her is like rearing a pig .

391 .
When the marketing is finished, one

knows who carries off the fish basket.
(Who laughs last, laughs best .)

393 . ?? ??

'a ?? Z NA: .
He who can subdue the anger of a

moment, does not bring on himself a hundred
days of sorrow .

394 . ?? ?? .

;Y"

	

, ;f ?? ??	 .
He whohas patience goes his Way patiently .
By not having patience, small things was

great.

395 . A

	

A?? , ??

Man must be subdued by man .
Fire must be kit by men .

To make a fortune takes a long time, like
pricking out thorns with a needle.

To squander a fortune takes a short time,
like water carrying sand away .

(To be continued.)

COAST ABOUT AMOY HARBOUR, CURRENTS, &c .

vessels up to 480 feet in length, and of any
draught . Owing to the broken formation
of the coast-line, the tides are most uncer-
tain, and run so irregularly that no vessels
of any size attempt to enter without having
first obtained local knowledge . The rise
and fall of tide is 14 1/2 to 18 ft ., at neaps and
springs respectively, and the time of high
water at full and change is noon : subject
of course to the influence of local winds &c .
Freshets, caused by heavy rains up country,
influence the tides greatly, causing prema-
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IN DAILY USE AMONG THE HAKKAS OF THE CANTON PROVINCE,
COLLECTED BY M. SCHAUB, LILONG.

(Continued from	Vol. XXII, p . 672 .)

To gnaw salt and treasure up ginger .
(Miser).

398 .	?? ??,
To learn to be industrious takes

years.
To learn to be lazy takes only
399 .

Money is a treasure
through men's hands.

404,

405 .

three

three days .

always slipping

400.
Fortune is always turning round like a

wheel .

401 .

A turtle drawing its head in .

	

(A man who
is always in fear) .

402 .

Fearing the head and fearing the tail .
(The same as 401).

403 . ?? ?? .
To draw bank at the critical moment .

Drawing is one's neck at the critical mo-
ment .

PROVERBS

406, ?? 	??	 ,

When one is thirsty a drop of drink is like
sweet dew,
When one is drunk it is better not to add
a cup.

407 .

To abstain from wine let the sober man
look at the drunkard .

He who does not talk in his cups is a
really superior man .
In money affairs the generous man is

revealed .

409 .
He who patiently waits will get wine

instead of tea .

410 .

To break down the eastern wall, in order
to mend the western wall .

411 . ??	

No thanks for the favour but filth thrown
at the benefactor .

A drunkard has three houses when he is

	

412.	?? ??, ??
drunk .

	

Hidden debts bring poverty ; hidden sick-
When he is sober he has not a single hair . 	ness death,



413 .
To out grass and pull up the roots .

	

(To
do a thing thoroughly).

414 . ?? ?? ,	 	To win a kitten and to lose a cow .

If one does not go on his way he will not
come to his goal.

If one does not take things in hand, he
will not finish them .

415 . - ?? ,
One sheep leads the way, all the others

follow.

416 . y5t ?? 0, nro

	

44 3f.
One cannot apply an axe to a rotten fir-

trunk .

417 .

The axe strikes the chisel and the chisel
strikes the wood .

418 . ?? z ??	 ,	?? .
To make the axe new, the handle must

be changed .

419. ??

A bonze for a day strikes the bell for a
day . ( ro be happy for to-day and take no
care for the future),

420 . ??

The mandarin of the Poklo district holds
his place for a day, and does his work fur a
day .

	

(The same as 419).
431 . *

	

x!- rd if OJ ??
?? 421, .c4	, ??	Man and wile should be good and live

?? .

??
????

	

a.

	

together to old age .

This morning 1 have wine and I drink it
to-day .

The sorrow of to-morrow I will bear to-
morrow .

422 . ??

It takes a year to build a house and it is
dwelt in for a thousand years.

Males grown up must marry .
Females grown up must be given in mar .

If you wish a man guilty there is no

	

riage .
423 . ?? ?? .

PROVERBS,
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difficulty in finding him so .

	

(See To Chuen
Duke He, Tenth year).

424 . VA
?? ?? ?? 64-h

425,

426 .
	?? ??	 Better a live beggar than a dead king.

427 .	??	?? ?? l

Words sweet like honey ; the heart poison-
ous like a snake.

Better a life shorter by ten years than to
come in old age to poverty.

Things crooked as a cow's yoke, he will
make straight (e.g. a lawyer).

An honest minister does not serve two
lords .
A good woman does not serve two

husbands .

430 .
Friends brought together by wine and

meat,
Man and wife connected merely by fuel
and rice .

432 . 	?? , ??

??	.

A filial man will beget a filial progeny .
A disobedient man will beget a disobedient

progeny .

433 .
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434.7 ?? ?? .
Many sons rob one's money .

435 . ?? ??	
It is difficult to gauge one's heart, it is

difficult to measure water.

436 . ?? ?? ?? 	,

Man's feelings are like water high or low.
The world's affairs are like clouds spread

out or rolled up .

E 3W ??
An adopted son does not know his

mother's trouble .
An adopted daughter knows how to thank

her mother's kindness.

438.
One must till his field himself,
One must beget a son himself.

AR ??.
When the family is poor the filial son is

known .
When the times are disturbed the faithful

minister is known .

NATURAL HISTORY OF AMOY .

Extract from the pen of R. Swinhoe,
Esq., an eminent Naturalist and formerly
H.B.M. Consul at this port. "The wily
Fox is the first animal to consider, for, low
as he stands in the natural series of Mam-
mals, he is here prominent as the largest of
the carnivore we possess-that is to say, if
we lay aside the claims of the half-starved
Chinese our, to which the term ' wild'
might also in some instances be appropriately
applied, and the occasional migrations of

THE CHINA REVIEW.

440 . ?? ?? .
A father who is long ill has no filial sun .

441,	?? -

	

Killing ten thousand and thus hurting
three thousand of one's own people .

442 .

	

?? ?? 	 .
To grasp a man to throw him into the

river, and to fall oneself into the water .

443. ?? k,	??.
Putting one's own clothes on the fire . .
To bring misfortune on oneself .

To rear a snake to eat one's hen .

445 . ?? q ?? .
To let a tiger off to return to the mnuntain.

446. - ?? fJ 	?? ?? .
With one bamboo-pole So strike all on

board a ship .

	

(To use one person's fault to
accuse all) .

447 . ?? ?? ?
A it.

People fear a dead man, they esteem
dead tiger.

(To be continued) .

a

tigers from the mainland.* The Fox, the
Hull ?? of the Court dialect, and the
Hill-dog of Amoy, is found, but not
very abundantly, in the vicinity of most of
the temples, and I have myself watched it
more than once stealing alongside noise-

* The tiger has once heen killed at Amoy,
and has several times been seen on the main-
land . For further information on Tigers
see the excellent paper by Mr. Bruce in
this series .



tags availed of by utilizing the knowledge
and inventions of the times. It remains to
be seen whether the people of Amoy will be
alive to this fact ; but there can he no gleam

PROVERBS

IN DAILY USE AMONG THE HAKKAS OF THE CANTON PROVINCE.

448 .

Fuel alone will not light a fire.

449.

Only one's own hand and fist.

450 . ??	 .
It is difficult for one man alone to act a

play .

451 .

How can one build a house with only a
single piece of wood ?

with on
-*AALIt*) .

?? JA U.452 .

In a pit ten thousand
begin from the bottom .

453 . 'ILL
If there are no fish

try another spot .

454 . ??	??

One may admonish the sow ; one cannot
admonish the tiger .

To be on good terms with the world
do not collect money for goods sold on
credit.

COLLECTED BY M. SCHAUB, LILONG.

(Continued from Vol . XXII, p . 712 .)

??.

feet deep one must

?? T
in this place, I will

Good people heed couasel and their hearts
are stirred .

PROVERBS.

of hope unless their intellectual horizon is

extended by Western knowledge and Wes-
tern science .

Bad people hear words like a wind passing

the ear .

Heaven's wind and clouds are not to be

searched out .
Men fall into misfortune or fortune in a

day .

????.
One sits happily at home with his family

when suddenly there come troubles from
heaven .

459 .

A king with all his money cannot buy
ten thousand years .

460 . ?? Q2	??

Peace and rest, these two characters are
worth a thousand gold pieces.

461 .

T . A . W. S .

?? ??

771

Money and treasures are like dirt .
Humanity and rightousness are worth a

thousand gold pieces .

462. ?? ?? ??	 .

One comes to a large fortune by Heaven's
destiny.

One comes to a small fortune by industry.
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An empty band coming into a fortune .

464.

	

S; ?? ?? ME
When people become poor, they think of

their old debts .

465.

An unrighteous fortune we may not de-
sire .
Money got by extortion will be lost by

extortion .

466 .

Honor grows from industry, riches spring
from thrift.

To beat one's own drum ; to pull one's
boat.

An old man in a house is like a book .

469 . 	??	FFU _-

If you wish to do things well you must
ask advice from three old men .

470 . ,	?? ??.
It is better to hear one's wife advise

than to call in three fortune-tellers .

471 . j XU- Y_
A new daughter-in-law will be an early

riser for three years . (New brooms sweep
clean).

472 .

	

WW IT A ?? ?? RM
A pheasant cannot consort with a herd

of phoenixes.

473 .

Many mosquitoes make a noise like
thunder.
Many people assembled make a city .

THE CHINA REVIEW.

474 . ??	?? ??
Having invited a ghost to come one

cannot get him to depart.

475 .

He who has power must not use it to the
utmost .

476 . ?? M W, M ?? ??
It will not do to put salt in the pot

when the cooking is finished .

477 . ?? ??

One begins to sing and others take up the
strain .

478 .

He who once hurts his toe will take care
next time .

479 .

He has cash to count hut not to string
(He is not prospering) .

480 . ?? M ?? .
The mouth promises and the mouth per-

forms.

	

(He does not keep his word) .

481 . 	?? ??.
V1 w

A Buddhist priest with a comb.

	

(A use-
less thing).

482.
A big ship must carry a small boat.

485 . ??

483 . ??	??
Eggs must not quarrel with stones .

484 . # .	?? ??
I

	

Coarse crockery and fine poicelain must
not contend .

486 . ??	??	 .

The heart is bidden under the skin .
The rice-basket is kept away from the

rice-tub.

	

(One cannot know men's hearts) .

He who divides food among people has
nothing left ; he can only suck his fingers.

487 .

To throw bread away and take hold of
a treasure.



488. ?? k ?? R.
One cannot use paper to wrap up fire,

439. ??

Air at the bottom of the sea will come in
a bubble to the surface,

493 .

497 .
A mule is made to

not light ones .

?? f6

A man covered with fleas does not feel
their bites .
He who has many debts does not grieve

over them .

491 .
All his life in debt and all his life paying

back .

492, 7	??	??	??
A load of books is not equal to one good

teacher.

a ?? ??	?? T.
It is better to bring up a good son than

to buy a field .

494, ?? ?? IT ,
PA ?? A .

Good land needs no manure-pit ;
Nor does a good man become a watch-man .

One good cat is enough for three houses .

496. ?? ?? t ?? ??
He loves only the skin not the bones.

(Parents' love is fond and foolish).

carry heavy loads

493 . J	??	 .
Kind mothers often spoil their children .

499 .

A fishing cormorant has a ring round its
neck . (One is not free to do what one likes) .

PROVERBS.

500. ??

The balance hook is hooked to the flesh
and not to the bones,

501. ?? ?? I
A fowl's leg softens one's teeth .

	

(By a
present you will gain men over) .

502 . 	?? , ?? ??

Liu Pei (See Mayer's Manual 415) borrow-
ed the region of ?? ?? (he did not res-
tore it) .

	

To borrow and not to return .

503. ??,??. 19.
To borrow taro in the seventh month and

pay back yam in the eighth month .

504.

A go-between after marriage .
A fan after autumn .

	

(Useless things) .

505. t ??
Although be has much he never has any-

thing left .
He has nothing but always has enough .

506. ??	?? 	 ".
To wait till we are thirsty and then make

a well .

507,

In an emergency the horse walks over
the field .

	

(In Chinese chess) .

503,

Even from chaff oil can be pressed .

509 . ?? ??	 .
One arrow pierces two birds .

??510. WIT, ??	 ,

To heat the kiln and strike the iron,

	

(To
get two things by one stroke) .

511, f ?? , is ??
?? .

773

He can endure to get his head hurt,
because he has lees of wine to stop the
bleeding .
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512.

513 .

The fish which escaped we think big .

The son who died we deem good .

To conquer or to be conquered is a common
thing with soldiers .

A CHINESE HISTORY OF CHRISTIANITY .

The native priest Father Hwang has just
published at Shanghai a ' non-contentious'
History of Christianity in China ; that is to
say, he confines himself to recording the
favours received from successive Emperors,
and omits all mention of the persecutions .
This plan of turning the cheek to the smiter
is perhaps not without its special value in
these days of wrath, and moreover it can do
no good to remind the mandarins of their
hostility . Another distinguishing feature
is a system of eclectic citations of authorities,
which, though it may conduce to clearness
and brevity, none the less occasionally
leaves us somewhat in the dark .

Christianity first made its way into China
under the Han and Ts'in dynasties (the first
three centuries of our era), and Chaldean
writings inform us (says Father Hwang)
that St . Thomas the Apostle brought the
gospel into India and China during the early
part of the first century . He cites `Western
History' to shew that the Archbishop
' Akeno' of Chaldea, in about A.D. 400,
established a sort of vicar-general to super-
vise the affairs of the I Faith in China .' This
statement seems new, unless indeed it may
be the same event as the journey to China
of Musacus, Bishop of Abyssinia, in the
fourth century, as recounted by St . Ambrose .
In the latter half of the fourteenth century

THE CHINA REVIEW.

514 . ??	?? '

?? ?? , ????

Goodness is like the green fir, wickedness
like the flower. At present the last is better
than the first .

But when hoarfrost and snow come, you
can still see the fir-tree and not the flower.

a huge iron cross was unearthed in Kiangsi,
bearing an inscription referring back to the
middle of the third century . All the above,
subject to what has been said, accords in the
main with what has been said by Father
Wallays of Penang in the orginal Latin
version of the Historay of the Churches,
published in the China Review.

The next step brings us to the arrival of
the Nestorian Olopen and his comrades in
A . D . 635 . An imperial decree in 638 dis .
tinctly alludes to the event, and leaves no
doubt that Christianity, (in common with
Buddhism, Manichaeism, and other faiths
with which Christianity was at times con-
fused in the Chinese mind), was received
in a very tolerant spirit.

	

In the latter half
of the seventh century, the third Emperor
of the Tang dynasty (according to Father
Hwang)

	

' ordered

	

that mission-houses be
established in each great city or provincial
centre, and at the same time made Olopen a
bishop in charge of matters pertaining to
religion .

	

At that time preaching went on
in ten provinces and over a hundred cities
had chapels.'

	

Unfortunately this statement,
true though it may be, is not supported by
the citation of any authority, nor does
Father Hwang give us exact dates, localities,
or other indications by the light of which
we might ourselves search for the original



NOTES AND

throne.

	

Endeavouring to secure recognítíon

at the hands of the Prínce of Ch`êu, the
usurping ruler of Wei was taken and killed
by the armies of Ch`ên and Weí acting ín
concert.

	

The old counsellor who arranged
this puαíshment likewise slew his son for
assisti ng the usurper, alth ough í t was at his

father's recommendation that he uцdertook
the business . The moral ís that duty to
one's Prínce ís more sacred than love for
one's иon,

A11 the States mentioned ín the above
stories form part of the pr ese n t Я o Nan
Prov ínoe or its vici nity . A cćord íng to t h e

late Dir. DIayers, genuine Chinese history

begins at about this pexiod.
Hτsтoaτcττs.

CIiI\LSE Pвo~гı:вs.-A valued corresμon-

dent sends as tlıe fo11oпiυg :-

IIuk It п Prυε erbs .

~Ü

	

~ Cı ,!j~п-To rear ııp a girl wit} ıout
teaching }ıer iв to rear up a pig .

	

To rear

up a buy withυut teachiug him ís to rear up

aд ass.

~~-λ ıuan does nυt get rich wítho ıı t

irr egu lar gaìus . A Ь or se does not get ist

wít}ıout τıiglıt provender .

~ ~~ λ 'Í'~ ~ ~'I'~ A

	

1~
3či~~ i2ή-A bad man ís feared by

man but not by God. A good man ís de-

ceí~ed by man bıı t not by God.

~~~з~t~~~Ý~ a ~~~
" έ τ Ø~-The weariest dragon wí11

mount toHeaven sooner or later.

	

Why tЬen

should man not stumble upon good luck ?

Tïeп ts iτг Proverbs .

JCØ~ί~~~~~~~.~~
-The glowworm can at best show a poor

light ; i .e ., the parvenıı ìs but a parvenu

after a11,

-The

plaus .ble doctor makes poor cures.

QUERIES.

	

~õύ

-Rích men have short

memories .
B ook Pr overbs .

~~ ~-~-A
taols won't purchase a laugh.

ı~s` ~~~,jξ ~

	

~ "ĺı̀ ~1~
-The upright do not suspect ; those who
suspect are not upright.

Cпг τ íoгг Pr пıerb,

tlľ ı

	

~ - (-~ ~-Even
a príuy ís popular when ìt ís цew .

111isce1~пп eo τıs Pı~overbs .

I-j (o r ~) ~ ~ ,~ ~j~-tiVise men

are fools' lacqueys.

~~ ~~~-Able men have a hard

time of it .

~~~~p jØ ~~-A near

bour is Ьetter than a distant cousin .

k-Dístaцt

water will not put out a near fire .

~~

	

~ τ~,-Guests come readí-
1y tc t h e cí~ i ~ h ost .

~~ ~: ._ Øť~ ~~ι
-He who keeps his te ınper down, saves his

life full many a fı"own.

Γp~ ~ı ~~ ~-Those who olìmb

hìg}ı ía11 hard.

-Bar-

rels of tea r s wí 11 not heal a br ıı íse .

~cı ,п~~,-
~ü ήCí~

-The

excited man turns re15e1, the eacìted dog

jumps the w all.

j л-TЬe man

who is all elotheв at a distance ís all clothes

near at hand.

thousand

neígh-

л ι"'"ı~ ~.iťĹλ 1иJ

iι ~ ~>~`~

	

~ т1t ~C %~ ГJ
-The bíg-mouthed maná11s

the ground : the bíg-mouthed womaneats up

the poor man s he's found .

Vexτoτıs клдs oε Cτττsεsε Ixs.-There

ar e several sorts o f Chinese ínk, commonly

knowд as °° Indian ínk."

	

The best sort iš
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NEVIEW .

11AKKA St1tit's .

The watch is far advanced and so is the
night ; the first watch is over and the second
beginning. I am straining my eyes sore

and yet he does not come . The oil-lamp

runs dry and all my yearning is in vain .

ff 1A UR ~P V

	

)Jt ~P R._
Like a kingfisher lighting on the bank and

covered all over with gorgeous attire, he
sees no fish but only ripples in the pond,

feasting his eyes whilst his belly is empty.

4Y11x4 VQ,flb
2A1*4OP AIJ

~~

	

L33 Ui [in 0i 11 tiR - x._
I escort my lad I escort him to the skylight

where I see black clouds poised in mid air.

Oh 1 would that a good north-west storm
would come on, so that I could keep my

lad back another day

AfR -9 Ving

ALI
_

My lass is shaped like unto a flower, more
lovely than Chang Li-hwa of olden times.

If she would only betroth herself to me,

there is not a single joss in any temple to

which I would not do reverence.

A*0 A_1_. A+~W fl.-
My lass is shaped like unto a flower, just
like the young ginger when it first blossoms .

If she would only do a little flirting with
me, 1 should like it better than going to the
capital and getting a wranglership .

Some folks wear coats of snowy white, whilst
I wear a white coat dabbled over with mud

some folks manage to come over half-a-dozen
girls, whilst if I get one I soon lose her.

iA Rf3 1A

	

b

	

1 zi [. A~ pL

I escort my lad, 1 escort him to the white
stone dam, and I beseech my lad to be care-
ful of himself : to retire early in out of the
way villages and inns, and to rise late when
it rains or blows hard .

Ou 05

	

1-iii A 2T

	

Of'i an
RI ; A it4 & 0 ;t -* A
AaV

	

0"

	

VA 4Z ._
I escort my lad, I escort him to the high
road, and I enjoin my lad to buy an umbrel-

la . In buying an umbrella he should buy
one of cross-ribbed silk, so that ' may take
it when I rc-visit. my pareuts.









goblin attempted to spear him.

	

Hwa Kwong
cried out to him : " Beware, you will be
burned to death ;" fire seeds of death are
within you."

	

The goblin frightened submit-

* The ending to this story is somewhat simi-
lar to the fate that befell a girl's demon lover
in Russian Folk Tales. The story is too lou
for quotation here ; but in the Russian story the
dreadful fate that Hwa Kwong threatened the
Chinese demon with actually befell the wicked
being ; for °' She

	

.

	

.

	

splashed the holy
water over him ; in a moment he turned into
mere dust, and ashes which blew to the winds."
-Ralston's Russian Folk Tales, pp . 10, 17 .

FOUR RIDDLES.
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to ~~ 7(YG 7~.

1 . There is a square piece of land, though
it has neither banks nor dykes ; yet is
covered with rippling water. A wbite-
necked raven draws near for a draught and

this he carries right up to the white clouds .
Such a square piece of land is, indeed, the

ink-stand : at its one end the water is made
rippling at the other its surface is at rest ;
and the white-necked raven (the pencil)
that comes for a drink writes a letter which
goes to my lassie .

.- Op

	

R

l'~1 , XIS-7 a.

`

SOME IIAKKA-SONGS .

SOME HAKK.X-SONGS .

ted.

	

The King assembled his court, inform-
ed them of the safe return of his daughter ;
and he, in company with his officers, went to
the temple of Hwa Kwongand worshipped .
A teacher afterwards passed that way, and,

alluding to the princess, wrote the following
lines :-

2. Three years I remained unmarried, a
rosy-cheeked lass, but the first morn I was
wedded, my body was spotted, my hair
dishevelled and pulled out ; my husband
thought back on the past and wished to
have another.
Here are some people selling gold-water-

Pencils ; go buy one my lad, and enter the
arena for examination ; and should you this
time not win a degree don't dare be ungrate-
ful and forget your leal-hearted lassie.
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Women within their homes should stay,
Why should they climb to heaven's height,
Or cross the ocean's troubled way.
To worship gods, and candles light ?

(To be continued.)

193

3 . There is a square country divided by a

river ; within the upper inclosure there are
only a few people, within the lower there
are many ; but of the few in the upper,
every individual is so strong that the majo-
rity in the lower must submit to the minori-
ty in the upper.

This square country is the counting-board

(Abacus) : without us in the lower part you






